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Transmit the following in

(Type in plain text or code)

Via AIREL

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-107261)

FROM: SAC, DALLAS (105-1280) (P)

SUBJECT: MINUTEMEN INFORMATION CONCERNING INTERNAL SECURITY

CC: KANSAS CITY

Re: Dallas airtel to Bureau, 12/4/64.

Enclosed to the Bureau are 10 copies of LHM captioned and dated as above. Two copies of LHM are being furnished Kansas City and San Antonio and one copy for Houston for purposes of information. Enclosed for information of San Antonio are LHM dated 11/27/64 and Dallas airtel to Director, 11/27/64.

Investigation in enclosed LHM at Paris, Texas was conducted by SA DEL D. DRAKE and SA RICHARD L. WENH, conducted at Fort Worth, Texas.

DL T-1 is VAN WILEY POLLARD.

Enclosed LHM is classified confidential inasmuch as the information furnished by DL T-1 could reasonably result in the identification of a confidential informant of possible continuing value and in compromising his possible future effectiveness.

INTC, OSI, and Secret Service have been advised locally and have been furnished two copies of enclosed LHM.

For information of San Antonio POLLARD on 12/4/64 advised that this group's contact in a possible raid on an armory in Northeast Texas was a caretaker at an armory he believed was located in the area of Cooper or Paris, Texas.

(Handwritten notes on the page are not transcribed.)
LEADS:

SAN ANTONIO

AT FORT HOOD, TEXAS.

(1) Will check indices and verify present location of LUTHER SOUTH at Fort Hood and remain alert to any information which might tend to disclose SOUTH’S possible communication with captioned organization.

(2) Obtain sufficient background information to conduct possible future interview of SOUTH.

DALLAS

AT DALLAS, TEXAS. Conduct discreet background investigation re NOLAN SOUTH, Dallas, and determine if identical to brother of LUTHER SOUTH who is allegedly connected with 949th Division, Dallas.

AT FORT WORTH, TEXAS. Maintain contact with VAN POLLAND.
Transmit the following in (Type in plain text or code)

Via AIRTEL

Airmail (Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-107261)
FROM: SAC, DALLAS (105-1280) (P)
SUBJECT: MINUTEMEN
INFORMATION CONCERNING INTERNAL SECURITY
CC: KANSAS CITY

Be Dallas airtel to Bureau, 12/4/64.

Enclosed to the Bureau are 10 copies of LHM captioned and dated as above. Two copies of LHM are being furnished Kansas City and San Antonio, and one copy for Houston for purposes of information. Enclosed for information of San Antonio are LHM dated 11/27/64 and Dallas airtel to Director, 11/27/64.

Investigation in enclosed LHM at Paris, Texas was conducted by SA Del. D. Drake; and SA Richard L. Wiel, conducted at Fort Worth, Texas.

DL T-I is VAN WILEY POLLAARD.

Enclosed LHM is classified confidential inasmuch as the information furnished by DL T-I could reasonably result in the identification of a confidential informant of possible continuing value and in compromising his possible future effectiveness.

INTC, OSI, and Secret Service have been advised locally and have been furnished two copies of enclosed LHM.

For information of San Antonio POLLAARD on 12/4/64 advised that this group's contact in a possible raid on an armory in Northeast Texas was a caretaker at an armory he believed was located in the area of Cooper or Paris, Texas.

5 - Bureau (Enc. 10) (RM)
2 - Kansas City (62-7797) (Enc. 2) (RM)
1 - Houston (Enc. 1) (Info.) (RM)
San Antonio (Enc. 4) (RM)
3 - Dallas (3 - 105-1280)
(1 - 134-338)

File: Sent Special Agent in Charge
Search: M Per

105-1280: 167
LEADS:

SAN ANTONIO

AT FORT HOOD, TEXAS.

(1) Will check indices and verify present location of LUTHER SOUTH at Fort Hood and remain alert to any information which might tend to disclose SOUTH'S possible communication with captioned organization.

(2) Obtain sufficient background information to conduct possible future interview of SOUTH.

DALLAS

AT DALLAS, TEXAS. Conduct discreet background investigation re NOLAN SOUTH, Dallas, and determine if identical to brother of LUTHER SOUTH who is allegedly connected with 949th Division, Dallas.

AT FORT WORTH, TEXAS. Maintain contact with VAN POLLARD.
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-107261)
FROM: SAC, DALLAS (105-1280) (P)
SUBJECT: MINUTEMEN
INFORMATION CONCERNING
INTERNAL SECURITY

CC: KANSAS CITY

Re Dallas airtel to Bureau, 12/4/64.

Enclosed to the Bureau are 10 copies of LHM captioned and dated as above. Two copies of LHM are being furnished Kansas City and San Antonio and one copy for Houston for purposes of information. Enclosed for information of San Antonio are LHM dated 11/27/64 and Dallas airtel to Director, 11/27/64.

Investigation in enclosed LHM at Paris, Texas was conducted by SA DEL D. DRAKE and SA RICHARD L. WIEHL conducted at Fort Worth, Texas.

DL T-1 is VAN WILEY POLLARD.

Enclosed LHM is classified confidential inasmuch as the information furnished by DL T-1 could reasonably result in the identification of a confidential informant of possible continuing value and in compromising his possible future effectiveness.

INTE, OSI, and Secret Service have been advised locally and have been furnished two copies of enclosed LHM.

For information of San Antonio POLLARD on 12/4/64 advised that this group's contact in a possible raid on an armory in Northeast Texas was a caretaker at an armory he believed was located in the area of Cooper or Paris, Texas.
LEADS:

SAN ANTONIO

AT FORT HOOD, TEXAS.

(1) Will check indices and verify present location of LUTHER SOUTH at Fort Hood and remain alert to any information which might tend to disclose SOUTH'S possible communication with captioned organization.

(2) Obtain sufficient background information to conduct possible future interview of SOUTH.

DALLAS

AT DALLAS, TEXAS. Conduct discreet background investigation re NOLAN SOUTH, Dallas, and determine if identical to brother of LUTHER SOUTH who is allegedly connected with 949th Division, Dallas.

AT FORT WORTH, TEXAS. Maintain contact with VAN POLLARD.